Sweet, Matthew. *100% Fun.*

Tesla. *Bust a Nut.*

   Elektra/Nonesuch H-71269-2, 1972 (reissue).

Hoffman, Dr. Samuel J.  
Dr. Samuel J. Hoffman and the Theremin.  
Basta / May 4, 1999.  
- originally released as three separate 78rpm recordings by Capitol Records,  
Music Out of the Moon (1947), Perfume Set to Music (1948), and Music for Peace of Mind (1953).

Kavina, Lydia.  
Music from the Ether: Original Works for Theremin.  
Joseph Schillinger, Friedrich Wilckens, et al.  
Mode - #76 / June 22, 1999.

Led Zeppelin.  
Soundtrack from the film The Song Remains The Same.  

One Way Records S21-17960, 1994 (reissue).

Mercury Rev. See You on the Other Side.  

Pere Ubu. Ray Gun Suitcase.  

The Pixies. Bossanova.  

Portishead. Dummy.  

Rockmore, Clara. The Art of The Theremin.  
Sergei Rachmaninov, Camille Saint-Saëns, et al.  

Rundgren, Todd. No World Order.  
Forward R2 71266, 1992.

Servisound. Meditatio in Variatione  

The John Spencer Blues Explosion. Orange.  
Matador Records Ole 105-2, 1994.

Stewart, Dave, and Gaskin, Barbara. The Big Idea.  


**B. Theremin Orchestral Parts**


**C. Significant Recordings**

Beach Boys. *Smiley Smile.*
     Capitol Records CP21-6012, 1989 (reissue).

Beach Boys. *Pet Sounds.*
     Capitol Records CDP 7 48421 2, 1990 (reissue).


Came, John. *Rhythmicon.*

Captain Beefheart and His Magic Band. *Safe as Milk.*
     Castle Classics CLACD 234, 1988 (reissue).

Hatfield, Juliana. *Only Everything.*


Mates, Edward B. "Nocturne." for theremin and piano (c. 1933).


Sokolov, Vladimir. "Oriental Dance, Echo, Vocalise, Russian Song." for theremin and piano (1929).


Kanitz, Ernest. "Concertino for Theremin and Orchestra." (c. 1938)


**IV. Music**

**A. Works for Theremin's Musical Instruments**


"Musical Instrument with Toning Production by High-Frequency Vibrations."

Theremin, Leon."Method of an Apparatus for the Generation of Sounds."

III. Film

A. Documentary

Martin, Steven M., dir. Theremin: An Electronic Odyssey.


Big Briar, Inc. Mastering the Theremin: An Instructional Video

B. Significant Film Scores


Grofé, Ferde. Rocketship- XM. Kurt Newmann, dir. (1950).


Steiner, Max. King Kong. Merian C. Cooper, dir. (1933).

Wallace, Oliver. Alice in Wonderland. Clyde Geronimi, dir. (1951).
Simonton, John. “Build This Theremin.”

Simonton, John. “Build This Theremin, part 2.”

“S.W.T.P./T.E.C.I.”
   South West Technical Products 1 Jan. 1974 [plans].


Theremin, Leon. “The Design of a Musical Instrument Based on Cathode Rays.”
   Leonardo Music Journal: Journal of the International Society for the Arts,

F. Manuals (in Chronological Order)

The RCA Theremin Service Manual 1929.

The RCA Theremin 1930.


Moog, Robert. Understanding, Customizing, and Hot-Rodding your Etherwave® Theremin 1996.

G. Patents

Goldberg and Sons, GmbH. (Company with limited liability; Inventor: Leon Theremin).
   "Methods and Facility for the Production of Tones (Musical Instrument)."
   German Empire Patent No. 443536 (filed 4 May 1927; patented 9 Dec. 1924).

Herzfeld, Hugo. (Inventor: Leon Theremin).
Henny, Keith, ed. “Teletouch Corporation.”
   *Electronics* Feb. 1937.

Joseph, James “Music from Nowhere.”

Mason, C.P. “Terpsitone: A New Electronic Novelty.”


Millard, William J. “One Armed Theremin.”

Moog, Robert. “A Transistorized Theremin.”

Moog, Robert. “Build the EM Theremin.”
   *Electronic Musician* Feb 1996: 86-100 [plans].


“Music from the Ether.”
   *The Scientific Monthly* 1928.

“New Electronic Instrument.”

“Robot Composer of Music Knows 65,000 New Tunes.”
   *Popular Science* Aug. 1940.

Rudd, Martin. “Instruments of the Future.”
   *Scholastic* 30 Apr. 1938: 35.


Saxl, Irving J. “Music from Electrons.”

“Theremin Shows Public his Ether Music.”
Musical America 4 Feb. 1928.

White, Timothy. “Theremin Sings the Body Electric.”

“Yes, It’s the Theremin.”

E. Technical/Scientific Publications

"A New Musical Instrument for the Home."


“Electronic Musical Instruments.”

“Electronic Musical Instruments of Europe and U.S.”

“Electrons in the Day’s News.”
Electronics Nov. 1932: 365.

Ellis, Marc. “Inside the Theremin.”

Ellis, Marc. “Rebuilding an RCA Theremin.”
Popular Electronics Apr. 91-Jan. 92 [six article series].

Fischer, C.R. “Build the Digital Theremin.”
Hands-on Electronics Sept. 1987: 32-34, 103 [plans].

Popular Electronics Apr. 1955: 19-26 [plans].

Garner, Louis E., Jr. “Music a la Theremin.”
Popular Electronics Nov. 1967: 29-33, 102-103 [plans].

Heller, Joseph I. “Musical Tones from a Beat Note Oscillator.”
Moog, Robert. "It's Dr. Moog's Travelling Show of Controller Oddities." 


Palmer, Christopher. *Miklós Rózsa: A Sketch of His Life and Work.* 

Rhea, Thomas L. “Electronic Perspectives: The Unkeyboards of Professor Theremin.” 
*Contemporary Keyboard* 4.9 (Sept. 1978): 60.

Rhea, Thomas L. “Clara Rockmore: The Art of the Theremin.” 


Rosen, Lucie Bigelow. "The Theremin as a Musical Instrument." 
*Musical Courier* July 1944.


“Search for Jimmy Page.” 
*Guitar World* July 1986.

Stewart, Claudia. “Hunting the Theremin.” 
*Prince Rupert This Week* 13 Mar. 1994: 20.

Stewart, Dave. "Music in the Air." 
*Keyboard* July 1995.

“The Latest Marvel in Music.” 
*The Literary Digest* Oct. 1927.

“The Theremin.” 
*Outlook* 9 Oct. 1929.

Theremin, Leon. "New Trails in Musical Creation."


“First Entire Orchestra of Theremins Arouses Keen Interest.” Radio Age May 1930.


Slonimsky, Nicolas. **Music Since 1900.**

Slonimsky, Nicolas. **Perfect Pitch: A Life Story.**


Szigeti, Joseph. **With Strings Attached: Reminiscences and Reflections.**

Terian, Gregory. “Theremin Re-born.”

Theremin, Leon. "Homage to Stokowski: Letter to the Editor."

“Theremin: The Man, Music, and Mystery, and Now the Movie.”

“Theremin, Theremin.”

Vale, V., and Juno, Andrea, eds. “Robert Moog.” **Incredibly Strange Music**

**D. Theremin Performance (The Instrument and the Inventor)**


Banks, Margaret Downie. “Please Don't Touch the Theremin.”

Blitzstein, Marc. “Premieres and Experiments- 1932.”
**Modern Music** 9.3 (1932): 121-127.

Bonner, Eugene. “Music and Musicians.”
**Outlook** 15 Feb. 1928.


Slonimsky, Nicolas. Lexicon of Musical Invective; Critical Assaults on Composers Since


C. Biographical Information


**B. Context in Music History**

Appleton, Jon, and Perera, Ronald, ed. The Development and Practice of Electronic Music

Cage, John. Silence.
Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1939.


Chavez, Carlos. Toward a New Music: Music and Electricity.

Cowell, Henry D. New Musical Resources.


I. Websites

1. http://www.press.uillinois.edu/f00/glinsky.html
   - information about Theremin and Glinsky’s biography

   - Theremin Enthusiasts Club International

   - theremin web ring

   - theremin resources page

   - Robert Moog’s theremin store

II. Printed Media

A. Academic Studies


Theremin

A Bibliography

Jim Reynolds